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Warning, Citation, or Summons in Lieu of Arrest 

Police-led Diversion 

 � Expected benefits include  
time and cost savings for  
the police; the broader  
criminal justice system;  
and for the individual  
receiving the warning, citation,  
or summons.

 � Would arrest help or hurt? Line officers have 
discretion over the critical decision to arrest or 
not. Greater contextual information about the 
options available can help inform this decision. 

 � Programs focus on the diversion of low-level or 
non-violent offenders from the criminal justice 
system by emphasizing connection to treatment  
and services rather than  
criminal prosecution. 

 � Useful for:

 � Persons affected  
by mental illness

 � Persons affected by  
substance use disorders

 � Juvenile offenders

 � 34 percent of law enforcement agencies 
participate in diversionary practices,  
and 21 percent operate police-led  
diversion programs.4
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 � Alternatives to arrest can save time  
for officers. Survey data from  
a U.S. representative sample of  
1,300 law enforcement agencies  
indicates that citations  
take 24.2 minutes to  
process, compared to  
the 85.8 minutes it  
takes to process an arrest. Citation time savings =  
just over one hour per incident.

 � Expected benefits include:

 � Increased access to social services, and 
decrease in substance use, mental illness 
symptoms, and criminal activity2

 � For juveniles, removing the delinquent label 
resulting in deterrence from repeat offending3

 � Enhanced community-police  
relations through increased  
trust and legitimacy

 � Less personnel time spent  
processing custodial arrests and  
responding to repeat offenders

 � Proactive examples include:

 � Crisis Intervention Teams

 � Mobile Crisis Teams

 � Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion

 � Focused deployment based on  
problem-oriented or geographic analysis may 
be helpful in guiding police-led diversion.
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This publication is one in a series and is based on a literature review 
examining the factors associated with arrest and alternatives to arrest. 
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Key Takeaways for Police Agencies

 � Diverting low-level or non-violent offenders away 
from the justice system and toward support and 
services to address behavioral and/or health 
needs can prevent the individual from  
re-offending in the future.

 � Reducing recidivism by connecting individuals 
to treatment and services can help improve 
both agency and officer workload efficiency.

 � Arrest alternatives result in both cost  
and time savings for the law enforcement 
agency, allowing officers to focus their  
energy on other calls for service and 
community-policing activities.

 � Arrest is a specific tool  
that should be used under  
specific circumstances.  
Some circumstances are not  
appropriate for arrest alternatives  
and should result in arrest.

 � There need to be mechanisms in  
place for circumstances that are  
appropriate for diversion.
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